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Figure 1: Wearable Electrode Sleeves. (1) The Calibration Sleeve; (2) the Manufacturing Sleeve; and (3) the Typing Sleeve.

ABSTRACT
Many existing explorations of wearables for HCI consider functionality first and wearability second. Typically, as the technologies, designs, and experiential understandings develop, attention can shift towards questions of deployment and wearability. To support this shift of focus we present a case study of the iterative design of electrode sleeves. We consider the design motivations and background that led to the existing, prototype EMS sleeves, and the resultant challenges around their wearability. Through our own design research practice, we seek to reveal design criteria towards the wearability of such a sleeve, and provide designs that optimise for those criteria. We contribute (1) new electrode sleeve designs, which begin to make it practicable to take EMS beyond the lab, (2) new fabrication processes that support rapid production and personalisation, and (3) reflections on criteria for wearability across new eTextile garments.

CCS CONCEPTS
• Human-centered computing → Human computer interaction (HCI).
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1 INTRODUCTION

Currently there is a paradigm shift away from computers as something we consciously control – mostly with our hands and fingers – to computers which engage directly with our body [42]. This ranges from continuously warn physiological tracking devices [22], to interfaces that modulate their function based on cognitive load [73] or complex epidermal biometric devices [44]. Within the human-computer interaction (HCI) community, such technologies are often presented as working prototypes, with the goal of demonstrating their functionality; typically within a controlled setting. For example, Affordance++ [37] presents a powerful concept and working prototype of using electric muscle stimulation (EMS) to convey object affordances, and Cruise Control for Pedestrians [51] prototypes steering people whilst they walk. These deployments in controlled lab settings typically require expert assistance and, as such, do not easily transfer to day-to-day social life.

With the increasingly sophisticated functionality of such prototypes, however, deployment outside of laboratory settings becomes increasingly desirable. To support this, one must also consider the context in which the technology will be used. A cognitive load monitoring interface, or a device which subtly conveys additional affordances, are of little value in practice if the user cannot conveniently wear them. The effort of wearing the technology must not outweigh the benefit it provides. As such, more attention should be provided to how these technologies might practically be used in day-to-day settings – to how wearable they are.

We explore wearability through the iterative design of Skill-Sleeves. We envision Skill-Sleeves as EMS training and performance sleeves, with the ability to capture and analyze human muscle activity, and selectively adjust the activity by stimulating the required muscles. For example, a skill sleeve might help a novice pianist play polyrhythms, such as triplets with the right hand and doublets with the left hand. Alternate use cases might include helping a tennis player with the perfect top-spin, or supporting a surgeon in complex procedures. We consider this vision as an alternative to the classical concept of augmented feedback discussed in motor control theory [67] and implemented in haptic guidance devices such as Flow [19].

We present and reflect on the iterative design process of Skill-Sleeves to identify strategies and design considerations towards making complex technology easier to wear. Skill-Sleeves are an ideal candidate for such a case study. First, they require a solid mechanical and electrical connection to the body, inheriting constraints from where and how the device is to be worn. Skill-Sleeves use a large number of components, in this case electrodes, each requiring an independent electrical connection. This creates a high demand on the layout of the garment and on cable management. Finally, Skill-Sleeves are intended to support sports and other high-performance applications, which requires that they not impede movement or hamper performance in any way.

We present four designs, starting with the default approach – using off-the-shelf electrodes, and then continuing with three implemented sleeves. With each iteration we highlight what worked well, and the constraints we met which required development of the next prototype. Finally we synthesize these reflections in design recommendations, which may act as a set of design guidelines complementary to those already present in the related work. Unlike previous explorations of wearability [12, 17], which have mostly presented top-down approaches focusing on considerations such as ergonomics [17], sensor placement strategies [80], or social factors [29], our approach is rooted in craft and practice. Therefore, the guidelines we derive are primarily focused on materials, design, and manufacturing processes as well as deployability and customization. Additionally, we share many of the insights we have collected over the course of multiple years of prototyping work.

2 RELATED WORK

2.1 Electric Muscle Stimulation

Electric Muscle Stimulation (EMS) has emerged as a popular input-output modality in HCI, affording the computer physical control of the user. This is achieved by passing small signals to the users’ muscles through surface-based electrodes; stimulating muscle contractions.

Across numerous systems and studies, we are gaining an understanding of the opportunities that EMS presents, for example in conveying information ([21, 38]), working dynamically with the user to improve performance (both overtly [39, 78] and covertly [25]), and creating bidirectional channels of communication between user and machine (e.g., [36]).

To date, however, the examples we see remain predominantly conceptual, considering themes of opportunities within the space of computer-human control, as opposed to real-world, deployable systems with tangible performance gains or user experience benefits, per more traditional HCI. A primary reason for this is the difficulty in achieving fine-grained control through EMS [10, 28, 52].

EMS setups typically enable coarse, ballistic movements, around large joints [28]. Existing HCI literature focuses primarily (with a few notable exceptions, [51, 75, 78]) on stimulating the forearms and biceps, using pairs of large electrodes to drive rotations around the wrist and the elbow (e.g., [36, 55]). Research suggests, however, that more complex movement patterns (i.e., individual finger-level control) can be achieved by increasing electrode complexity [10, 28, 57, 58]. This requires rethinking our use of electrodes.

Individual electrode pads, as they are commonly available, enable quick deployment, can be easily reconfigured, and are relatively low cost. To achieve more degrees of control, researchers use multiple electrodes concurrently. For example, Lopes et al. rotate the hand up and down around the wrist with four electrodes [36] and are able to produce five different gestures using eight electrodes [37]. Even greater resolution of control can be achieved through higher numbers of electrodes and complex patterns of multi-electrode stimulation. For example, Duente et al. use 20 electrodes to stimulate finger movement [10]. However, with increasing numbers of electrodes, the benefits of individual electrodes are quickly outweighed by their problems. The time taken to peel them off the sheet, place them on the arm, connect them to the EMS device, re-place them based on a calibration step (if their location does not result in the desired movement), and continuously monitor their physical connection, does not scale to support more complex electrode arrangements [10, 28].
### Table 1: Electrode Garment Design Criteria based on literature

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Design Focus</th>
<th>Design Criteria</th>
<th>Associated Questions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Technology</td>
<td>Function</td>
<td>Where should an antenna be placed so that it is not shielded by the body? How can skin contact of an EMG electrode be ensured?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information</td>
<td>Where should an accelerometer be placed to collect the most information? What is the ideal location for measuring blood oxygen levels?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sensorimotor</td>
<td>Psychophysical</td>
<td>How much attention does the device demand when worn? Does it start irritating the user after prolonged use?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Biomechanical</td>
<td>Does the device inhibit the range of motion of the user? Can the user reach the device?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Human Abilities</td>
<td>Perception</td>
<td>Does the device provide output which the user can interpret?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Reaction Time</td>
<td>How well can the user react to information provided by the device?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Performance</td>
<td>How well can users provide explicit information to the device?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Social</td>
<td>Aesthetics</td>
<td>Does the device look visually appealing? Can the device adapt to different stylistic preferences?</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Acceptability</td>
<td>Does the device draw unwanted attention? What are the effects on the wearer’s social image? What is the effect of the device on interactions with other people?</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 2:** Tamaki et al. [75] (left) and Duente et al. [10] (right) pioneered the use of electrode bands and ‘sleeves’ for HCI. Their emphasis was on producing functional, high-resolution prototypes. Here, we turn our attention to the wearability of electrode sleeves.

2.2 Highly Integrated Electronic Textiles

To integrate electronic functionality into clothing, the simplest approach is to mechanically attach conventional electronics. The FLORA ecosystem (based on the Arduino Lilypad) is a prototypical example of this. It consists of rigid electronic development boards, containing microcontrollers, LEDs, vibration motors and other gadgets. These boards have holes large enough to be sewn into clothing. A resulting wearable system then consists of soft textile, adorned with rigid, functional electronics. While this design approach can be found in the bulk of today’s functional garments, we are at the cusp of a trend in wearable computing to push this boundary towards offloading functionality into the fabric itself (e.g., [15, 60]).

Early on, for example, embroidery machines were used to create fabric with custom capacitive input [59]. Weaving has been used to enable the creation of photonic textiles that integrate fibre-optical light-guides as visible output [4]. Similarly, fibres with other specialized properties (e.g., piezo-resistive or piezoelectric) have also been woven [48] or knitted [56] into textiles, supporting the creation of custom behaviors.

Further customisation can be achieved by borrowing from traditional dyeing techniques such as Ikat [64], or by knitting textiles from functional [56] or multi-functional yarns [46, 56]. Chemical treatments [48] and functional dyes [6, 23] provide further options for embedding electrical functionality in textiles. For example Honnet et al. have demonstrated that fully functional circuits can be integrated in fabric by selectively etching, masking and polymerizing a material [23].

In combination, these approaches can be used to create fabric objects [3], accessories [45] and full garments [15, 16] with complex functionality. Along the same lines, the Skill Sleeve prototypes we present in this paper, utilize a variety of novel manufacturing methods to create a highly integrated electronic textile. They are heavily inspired by designs presented by Freire [15, 16]. Freire, in turn, appropriates materials and methods usually deployed in
the manufacturing of sports garments and sneakers, in particular the layering and bonding of multiple materials to achieve desired functionality.

2.3 Wearability

With the advent of wearable technology, wearability is increasingly noted as a desirable, even necessary, property. In consequence, there is a growing body of research investigating the wearability of specific devices and wearability in general. Zeagler et al. provide a useful starting point for exploring this space [80].

Wearability is investigated from a diverse set of perspectives, including the extraction of wearability criteria from user preferences, e.g., by analyzing online user reviews [18], and considerations of specific paradigms and interface types, e.g., on-skin interfaces [35]. There is also a large body of work covering wearability aspects of animal tagging [8], which contributes useful guidelines [47].

The design guidelines most readily applicable to the design of future highly integrated textile devices might be clustered by the perspective taken, focusing either on technological requirements, general human sensorimotor activity, specific human abilities, or human social interactions. We summarize their design criteria in Table 1 and elaborate in the following.

2.3.1 Technology. Taking a technology centred perspective, the first criteria for wearability is if the device can function as desired. For example, an antenna should be placed so that it is not shielded by the wearers body [80] and an EMG electrode should have a solid contact with the human skin [40]. Going beyond functionality, a typical design consideration is optimization of the information which can be collected. For example, to detect grasping with EMG, it is not sufficient to have a good quality contact with the skin; the contact should also be placed where it can collect the required information. This also transfers to other technologies, a glucose monitor will predominantly be attached to the abdomen, and weight distribution would be measured in shoes or on one's buttocks [72].

2.3.2 Human-Centric: Sensorimotor. Similar placement guidelines can also be collected by focusing on the human. When taking a sensorimotor approach to wearability, one might distinguish between two main approaches: psychophysical and biomechanical. Emphasizing the psychophysical approach, Dunne and Smyth state that “Wearability is about texture, thermal balance, moisture transport, and freedom of movement” [12]. They suggest that “wearability can be described psychophysically as the degree to which sensory stimuli generated by a worn object intrude into the wearer’s conscious attention”. They hypothesize that, once a wearable technology demands too much attention, it is removed from our body-schema and instead enters our peripersonal space [12]. Representing the biomechanical definition, Gemperle et al. state “Wearability concerns the physical shape and their active relationship with the human form” [17]. Here wearability is concerned with not inhibiting natural motion, distribution of weight on the body, or reachability. An important consideration here are the large diversity of human body shapes.

2.3.3 Human-Centric: Human Abilities. Many design considerations established through HCI methods focus on human abilities, usually around the following key themes:

The first is human perception of system output. While psychophysics perspectives aim to minimize the attention that a wearable device demands, there are moments when we need the device to demand our attention. Here it is important that the channel used matches the location selected. For example, our tactile sensory acuity varies strongly by location [80]. However, this does not directly mean that areas with high tactile acuity are better suited for tactile communication. Israr et al., for example, demonstrate how the low tactile acuity of the back might make it an ideal location for tactile communication [24].

Another approach to wearability might focus on human abilities to interact with the wearable device. One might focus on human performance, asking questions such as where on the body a user might react to notifications fastest [20], or where a device should be located so that it can be accessed with minimal temporal demand [2], or how to display on-body information so that users can understand it with minimal delay [7].

The complement to this investigates how wearables might maximize the ability of the user to provide input. For example, Strohmeier et al. present a preliminary investigation of the effect of location on a pressure targeting task [74].

2.3.4 Human-Centric: Social. Wearables are both social (or public) and, being close to the body, intimate (or private). As they affect how wearers perceive themselves, and how they are perceived by bystanders [30, 32], social acceptability is becoming an increasingly relevant theme in HCI [29]. Social aspects are also highly relevant for electronic garments. Worn items are an element of self expression; they become part of the self and the public image the wearer displays to others [76]. In consequence, wearability also comprises social and aesthetic aspects. Wearables that deviate from social expectations, e.g., by attracting unwanted attention, by being conspicuous, stigmatizing or socially awkward, face issues with social acceptability [63]; they have an increased social weight [77]. HCI typically understands social acceptability as an interplay between the user’s self-image, and how they are perceived by on-lookers [5, 29, 41]: a wearable that negatively impacts the wearer’s self and external image shows a lack of social acceptability. In consequence, social acceptability is tightly coupled to visual appearance, including both static aesthetic qualities (e.g., color, material or style) and dynamic “interactive” qualities (e.g., visible input or output) [11].

Despite this overlap, aesthetic considerations also differ from social acceptability in several ways [26]. For instance, a plain black wrist band would not be considered aesthetically appealing, but is neither awkward nor stigmatizing, and does not create social tension: it would simply not affect the wearer’s social image. A certain style or aesthetic might be appropriate – or acceptable – in one social context (e.g., a tennis court), but not in another (e.g., an opera or job interview). As a result, considerations for wearability need to include both dimensions, fashion-oriented and aesthetic values, as well as contextual values, based on social norms and standards, and including associated stereotypes [69], stigmata [63, 71] and cultural expectations [62].
3 MOTIVATION

The availability of novel technologies to HCI researchers enables the design and validation of new interaction techniques and applications in context [66]. Pioneering work on EMS in HCI has provided a valuable foundation by making EMS’ functionality accessible [50] and by exploring and showcasing interaction possibilities [37, 39, 51]. This has paved the way for more design-oriented considerations (e.g., fabrication), as well as more pragmatic aspects, such as ‘could this be worn in day-to-day life’.

In this work, we take this closer look at the wearing context(s) and design aspects of EMS garments by considering ‘wearability’ as an additional core characteristic beyond technological opportunities. In particular, we exemplify the design considerations and practices required to fabricate truly ‘wearable’ complex electronics. By analyzing our different design iterations, we identify goals and challenges in creating complex wearable devices like EMS/EMG sleeves for skill augmentation that approach the day-to-day wearability of ready-made garments.

Why a Sleeve? Arms present special challenges due to their mobility and deform-ability. We move our arms during most activities, even if arm movements are technically not required – for example when talking. Not only do we move our arms, as our arms move they completely deform due to the double-articulation of the elbow and the elongation and contraction of muscles. Design choices which can accommodate such complex shapes are likely to also transfer to simpler shapes.

The arm has also proved both a practical and desirable body part for augmentation. Examples include EMG-based activity detection systems [14], wearable implementations of EMS as in Affordance++ [37] (see Figure 3), wearable haptic feedback systems [81], a multitude of input devices [49, 68], and health-based devices for monitoring posture [65] or avoiding repetitive strain injuries [24].

Why EMS/EMG? Of all the existing sleeve prototypes, multi-electrode EMS systems provide some of the most restrictive constraints. For one, the error tolerance of where the electrode should be placed relative to the muscle can be very low, requiring an exact fit. Then, for EMS to work, but even more so for EMG to function, the contact quality with the skin must be high. Also, the complexity of the cabling scales directly with the number of electrodes (compared to, for example pressure sensitive sleeves [49, 68] which scale as a function of the square root of pressure points).

Through three design iterations (see Figure 1), we present lessons learned and extend upon the current literature regarding wearability. We will introduce the concept and motivation for each iteration, discuss how the sleeves were produced, and then reflect on each design.

We present reflections on the default option - using off-the-shelf electrodes. We then reflect on Iteration 1, which was used for conducting research on auto-calibration [28] with a main focus on electrical functionality. We then present Iteration 2, which was designed with a stronger focus on wearability, and finally Iteration 3, which combined the focus on wearability of Iteration 2 with specialized functionality.

For each iteration we will describe the manufacturing process, and provide reflections on how it performed, structured around the identified themes of wearability from related work (see Table 1) as well as the specific design considerations we had in creating and working with the sleeves. It should be noted that, because users typically do not directly interact with skill sleeves, we do not discuss human abilities. Also this case study focuses solely on the design of the textile multi-electrode array. Considerations regarding the wearable design and connection of the electronic EMS and EMG devices will be presented in future work.

4 DEFAULT DESIGN: PLACING INDIVIDUAL ELECTRODES

EMS requires anode and cathode electrodes (i.e., signal and ground). Typically, these electrodes are coupled and treated as pairs (see Figure 4.1). Many HCI EMS systems, e.g., [27, 51, 55], rely on a limited number of pairs, with 1-3 pairs covering much of the existing literature. These sticky electrodes are placed manually. For most systems, this placement process proceeds (approximately) as follows: (1) the researcher develops an expectation of electrode placement (i.e., on the lower posterior forearm, near the elbow). (2) The researcher asks the user to palpate their muscles (i.e., quickly and repeatedly tense and release), whilst they observe or feel for muscle deformations, to refine their expected starting placement. (3) The electrodes are individually peeled off their protective backing and placed in the determined location. (4) The researcher uses wires, often using alligator or snap connectors, to connect the electrodes to the stimulation circuitry. (5) Based on the observed results from sample stimulation, the electrodes may be removed and replaced (typically in small increments). This may occur multiple times. This electrode placement process can be time consuming - see Knibbe et al. [28] for a more detailed discussion.
Figure 4: Placing Individual Electrodes. (1) Typically, when prototyping interactions, small numbers of electrodes are used. These are placed and connected directly to the stimulation device. (2) As electrode numbers increase, EMS users must turn to custom circuitry in order to support multiple channels of stimulation. (3) Connecting multiple channels of stimulation simultaneously becomes hard to manage.

4.1 Default Design: Reflections

Technological. A primarily strength of using off-the-shelf electrodes is the convenience for robustly prototyping simple interactions. From a technological perspective, a benefit of commercial electrodes is the functional electrical connection made with the body. Additionally, this approach is also inherently customizable. Electrodes are easily placed, moved, and altered at any stage. Further, though more rarely seen in HCI, off-the-shelf electrodes can be easily trimmed down (i.e., 2.5cm$^2$ electrodes can be comfortably trimmed to 1cm$^2$). This can be used to optimize information flow, both in terms of the achievable stimulation resolution [53] as well as optimization of data collected using EMG sensors. In principle, this approach can scale to support complex electrode arrangements and patterns. However, the time complexity associated with placement and tuning of the system is impractically large [28]. Furthermore, the scalability of the wiring and associated management quickly becomes infeasible.

Sensorimotor. These considerations similarly depend on the number of electrodes. The placed electrodes are independent from one another, and so can freely deform with the body. As the number of electrodes increases wiring can become a limiting factor – wires pull and rub on one another and so begin to constrain movement. Further, as more electrodes are employed, the arm is increasingly covered in electrodes. This makes it difficult for users to comfortably rest their arms during use, without stressing electrode connectors or uncomfortably pressing connectors into their arms (See Figure 4.3).

Social. The clear visibility of the individual electrodes hints at the system’s inner workings, which is a benefit to novice EMS users, for whom revealing the system is initially important, but often overlooked [27]. However, the somewhat medical appeal of the off-the-shelf electrodes can also act as an ‘accentuated social signifier’ (c.f., Li et al. [33]), which can negatively affect (social) wearability by attracting pity and potentially inducing stigma: “ [...] my friends will worry whether I am sick” [31, 33]. In addition, opportunities to tailor the aesthetics of off-the-shelf electrodes to a desired look are limited.

One of the main challenges we encountered is a lack of durability and repeatability. Both electrodes and wires can easily catch on objects, clothing, and body parts, and so become dislodged and disconnected. The system is fully dismantled when the electrodes are removed for cleaning or replacement, and repeat wearing is akin to building the electrode setup from scratch. Anecdotally, we have used ink marks on the skin to support removal and re-application of electrodes.

In summary, for many scenarios, including design concept explorations and initial lab studies, this approach to electrode configuration is simple, practically quick, can be tuned to support sufficient complexity (for example, by trimming off-the-shelf surface electrodes down to a smaller size), and can work across all available users. However, the time requirements for configuration, the cabling complexity, and the robustness of individually connected electrodes becomes problematic before the ceiling of achievable stimulation resolution is reached. This becomes especially problematic, considering that the process must be repeated for every single use. As such, we started designing electrode sleeves, with the intention of supporting higher numbers of electrodes and effectively managing the cabling requirements, while increasing the speed of application and supporting repeated use.

5 DESIGN ITERATION 1: THE CALIBRATION SLEEVE

The first design iteration was primarily intended to improve the deployability of Skill Sleeves. This might be done by decreasing the time it takes to apply the EMS electrodes and enabling prolonged use by repeated applications. This iteration of the sleeve was used in a study on auto-calibration for EMS by Knibbe et al. [28]. A two-fold strategy was chosen to achieve the new design goals. First,
rather than placing electrodes individually, all electrodes should be applied together. Second, rather then considering where to place electrodes, a concept of a complete electrode sleeve was used. Instead of individually placing the electrodes at the desired location, the entire forearm was covered in electrodes. This changed the calibration problem from ‘where to put electrodes’, to ‘which electrodes to use’ (c.f. [28]). In addition to potentially reducing the time it takes to start using a skill sleeve, this approach is also a candidate solution for increasing resolution.

5.1 Design Iteration 1: Fabrication

The Calibration Sleeve is fabricated into an off-the-shelf sports sleeve. The original sleeve (CompresSport compression sleeve) was designed to be tight, rolled on to the arm, and provide pressure-based support. The sleeve was cut open length-ways, and a zip was sewn into the edge. Sixty 20x20mm square electrodes were cut from conductive fabric (Statex Techniktex P130b) and then individually sewn into the sleeve, along three sides, forming a pocket (see Figure 5.1). One side of the electrode was left open, to enable a snap connector to be connected to the outer and inner side of the compress sleeve (blue fabric). This conductive snap connector would form a connection from the outside of the sleeve to the conductive fabric. On the external side of the sleeve (away from the arm), wires were individually soldered onto the snap connectors. For each row of 5-6 electrodes (the sleeve thins nearer the wrist, so the number of electrodes required is reduced), the wires came from a six-wire shielded cable (see Figure 5.3). All cables ran up the sleeve, towards the elbow, and were gathered through a strap around the users’ bicep. Prior to use, squares of conductive gel (AxelGaard’s AG635 ‘Sensing’ Hydrogel), were cut and placed on the exposed side of the conductive fabric.

5.2 Design Iteration 1: Reflections

Technological. Conceptually, this sleeve can support a high resolution of movement control, as electrodes cover the entirety of the forearm. The sleeve was designed to be ‘one size fits many’ - inheriting the properties of the base compress sleeve. For users with thin arms, there were too many electrodes and not all would sit flush to the skin. For users with larger arms, the spacing between electrodes stretched awkwardly. As such, there were large differences in coverage between users. However, as the majority of the forearm was covered across all users, and through careful per person calibration [28]), it remained usable and, was able to collect both rich information by using the electrodes for EMG measures, as well as having high information output by its ability to induce complex movements in the user.

However, even though this functionality was present, in many ways the sleeve still was less functional than the individual electrodes. For example, the quality of the electrical contacts suffered from distortions in the fabric. The relatively rough craftsmanship resulted in many unwanted contacts of conductive fibres, resulting in both parasitic resistance and parasitic capacitance. This constrained the control resolution. While these problems could mostly be addressed in software and by robust electronics design, there is clear room for improvement.

Sensorimotor. To accommodate for the shape transformations that the arm undergoes when moving, the sleeve was built around an elastic sports-sleeve. The elasticity of the sleeve would then allow the final sleeve to also conform to changing shapes. However, the additional fabric, sewing, and wiring, heavily reduced the stretch-ability of the sleeve. Additionally, the requirement for sticky conductive gel prevents the sleeve from easily deforming with and conforming to the arm. Further, the complexity of the cabling for 60 electrodes adds a mechanical stiffness to the sleeve (i.e., from the 10 lines of 6-wire shielded cable), which hinders its use for highly dynamic arm movements (for example, it could support a user in playing piano, but could not be used for improving tennis-play). The cables are, however, kept out of the way of the hand, supporting free hand movement.
Social. This sleeve leaves the electrical nature and complexity of its workings out in the open; creating a ‘cyberpunk’-like aesthetic. Like the individually placed off-the-shelf electrodes, this aesthetic is not subtle, but rather obtrusive. For (social) wearability this can pose a significant weakness, as many HCI researchers consider unobtrusiveness, i.e. not calling attention or revealing the technical nature, as crucial for social acceptability [1, 9]. Nevertheless, for more performative use cases where visibility is intended (e.g., in Stelarc’s Fractal Flesh, Ping Body and Parasite performances2), this characteristic can also act as benefit, provoking affects and creating transparency for the spectator.

Deployability. While many of the classical factors of wearability are not well supported by this iteration, it did clearly improve on its explicit design criteria of deployability. The use of a zip enabled one-handed application and fastening (see Figure 5.4), and the zip itself proved robust to movement. While not perfect – the stickiness of the electrodes, however, made the stretching of the sleeve, in order to fasten the zip, difficult, and required the sleeve to be peeled off when removed – in terms of application, this iteration clearly improved over the default approach.

The sleeve also supports prolonged use through re-usability. One application of gel can be used two to three times, before needing replacement (as it degrades and, from our experience, begins to curl, stick to itself, etc. - Figure 5.2). And many applications of new gel can be applied before the sleeve deteriorates. (The removal of the sticky gel pulls on the conductive fabric and stresses the stitching. Should the stitching have been better, and a fabric pocket design not have been used, then the durability could have been improved). Low gauge wire was used to minimise mechanical rigidity across the sleeve resulting from the wiring. This would frequently break off from the snap connectors. Given the semi-permanent nature of the wiring, where the shielded cable was sewn into the sleeve in places, the sleeve itself could not be easily cleaned.

In terms of pure functionality and ergonomics, this iteration was not an improvement over individually placing electrodes. It was no more durable in terms of cabling, nor did it support a greater range of motion to the user. The Calibration Sleeve serves as an example of problems created by merely adding to existing garments, rather than integrating from bottom up. The garment, once layered with the necessary circuitry, no longer had the desired elasticity. We note that a material with much more stretch is required as base material to counterbalance the restriction caused by the electrodes. However, the goal of making the sleeve easier to apply and enabling multi-session use was achieved. This supported a new approach to HCI-EMS research, and enabled progress towards multi-electrode, higher resolution control, not least by presenting the full ‘sleeve’ metaphor, and beginning to move key components to fabric.

6 DESIGN ITERATION 2: THE MANUFACTURING SLEEVE

Due to the problems related to the technological functionality, and to overcome limitations related to sensorimotor aspects of wearability present in Knibbe et al.’s [28] Calibration Sleeve, we looked to refine their design into a fully customised approach. The purpose of this design was primarily to improve our understanding of manufacturing opportunities afforded by new eTextile methods (e.g. [15]). We therefore refer to the sleeve as the Manufacturing Sleeve. With this design we sought to address the challenges of the Calibration Sleeve at a high level by: (1) reducing material thickness and improving elasticity, to produce a more conforming sleeve, (2) targeting electrode placement to only cover muscle bodies, (3) developing a fabrication process that could be accurately repeated at scale, and (4) increasing the robustness and manageability of the electrode wiring. A special focus was placed on creating a sleeve which was also repeatable in terms of manufacturing. The goal here was to enable easy customization of the designs and easy re-implementation both of individual sleeves as well as potential mass-production.

6.1 Design Iteration 2: Fabrication

The sleeve is constructed from three fabrics: a thin technical knit base fabric (Eurojersey Classic, which has a textural and technical quality seen in high performance sportswear, swimwear and lingerie), conductive 4-way stretch knit fabric for the electrodes and wiring (Statex TechnikTex P130b), and a fine 4-way stretch mesh fabric (PowerMesh). In this design, the wiring is replaced by conductive eTextile traces, making all electrical elements integral to the material surface of the sleeve. Further, by using fabric traces as wiring, we avoid the typical challenges around hard/soft connection points, such as where fabric meets wires3. The construction relies primarily on a sandwiching technique, as commonly used in high performance sportswear manufacturing, where the layers are bonded together with a stretch glue film, Bemis SewFree 3145 in .003mm. This film is washable at 40 degrees and has a low melt/flow point which allows for rapid prototyping with a domestic iron without compromising the elastic or conductive materials used.

We create a pattern for the sleeve as a vector graphic. This pattern includes the outline of the sleeve, the electrodes, and all fabric wiring. Originally, this pattern was derived through multiple manual design iterations, as seen in Figure 6.1. We started by pinning a base fabric, to derive the outline pattern of the forearm. Next, we ensured that pattern worked across multiple wearers. We then determined muscle body locations underneath the fabric pattern across multiple wearers. We positioned electrodes onto the pattern for maximum coverage across wearers (Figure 6.2). This pattern was then digitised by scanning and tracing. The pattern is then divided into layers, per the different materials (See Figure 7.1).

Next, the materials are prepared. Based on the design, some materials are simply cut to size, and others are cut to size and bonded to a glue layer with a domestic iron. The design is cut from the materials with a laser cutter. We calibrate our laser cutter per material, prior to cutting the final design, to balance effective cutting and fabric burning. We find the best performance if the fabric is attached to an off-cut backing board (e.g., spare laser plywood), and the cut is set to be fast and low power (see also [74]).

Once all of the fabric layers are cut (Figure 6.4), the final construction can begin. This involves layering the final materials and
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2For resources about hard/soft connections, see kobakant.at/DIY.
heat-bonding fabric together with an iron (Figures 6.5 and 6.6). Due to the density of electrodes and thickness of the fabric traces, masking is required in places to control when heat is applied in a multi-layered construction.

We chose to have the fabric wires free-floating from the body of the sleeve, in order to reveal some of the complexity and functionality of the sleeve to a spectator. This free floating design also served to separate and minimise layering, reducing the glue film and therefore the restriction such layering would cause to the stretch of the garment. This required extra layers in fabrication.

The electrodes in this sleeve are still constructed from conductive fabric. However, we experimented with layers of different materials to balance robustness (as electrode gel is applied and reapplied) and best stimulation sensation. We found that covering the conductive material with a layer of fabric mesh maximised these criteria (Figure 6.3). When two conductive layers are heat-bonded together, the fabric glue seeps into both layers, and so supports a conductive connection. This means that conductive fabric traces can be bonded directly to the conductive electrodes, in order to achieve a connection. Bonding the fabric electrodes rather than stitching also means that the edges of the material were secured by the glue.
which may cause electrical shorting between electrodes.

As these traces are bonded onto the sleeve in at least two places, communicating its functionality through the use of 'wire muscles' has a clean aesthetic and low profile. This goes some way towards social.

Due to the improved manufacturing approach, the sleeve complex, or dynamic movements. they do not risk getting in the way of the hand during expressive, conductive traces (i.e., fabric wires) can flex and deform with the arm. The requirement of the electrode traces. The conductive traces were 6mm wide to conduct the signal with limited noise and resistance. With increasing number of electrodes, the surface area required for electrode traces also increases. These traces can be layered, with isolating fabric in-between, but this increases the rigidity of the sleeve. In the current prototype, a secondary floating layer of conductive traces was required to connect to all electrodes. This floating layer helped to preserve the stretch of the sleeve, though also increased the complexity of construction.

One of the intentions of the Manufacturing Sleeve was to create a fabrication process that would facilitate a more streamlined creation of personalised sleeves. The base design of the current sleeve (including the forearm pattern, fastener design, and external wiring concept), for example, fits a broad range of arm sizes. However, the electrode placement within is tailored to a small range of users, depending on their musculature. Whilst this electrode design may along the outside, de-emphasizing the technical nature (c.f., Profita et al. [61]) without hiding it. As a result, it might support social acceptability by creating a 'candid' design that neither deceives nor calls for attention [13, 29]. In contrast to the earlier iteration, it can easily be adapted to appeal to different stylistic preferences and offers options for aesthetic personalization. Although the Manufacturing Sleeve’s current design language follows a sports-style emphasising the functional, loose-fitting or more ornamental external layers could be added to achieve a different aesthetic, whilst keeping the electrodes on the inner layers tight to the skin.

Deployability. The zipper of the previous design reduced elasticity. To maintain the full 4-way stretch of the design, we used a hooped, corset-like fastening approach, based on an elastic cord that can be pulled tight and easily loosened. This change was not successful, as the cord needed to be very loose to populate the electrode gel and to enable the arm to fit through the sleeve, without catching on the gel. Once tightened, the sleeve became difficult and time consuming to loosen with one hand. A benefit of this approach, however, was the ability to loosen or tighten specific parts of the sleeve. For example, certain loops of cord should be left looser, or made tighter, depending on the exact desired placement of the sleeve and the users’ arm size.

The entire sleeve is machine washable. The bonding film that binds the material layers together is a stretch thermoplastic polymer typically used for binding seams in high-performance sportswear, and so is designed to withstand repeat washing and structural stresses, and is formulated for repeatable stretch with optimum recovery. In our construction technique, the use of bonding film to surround the conductive material also serves to minimise the potential for the silver coating of the Techniktex to be damaged by washing\(^4\).

Manufacturing. The primary contribution of this iteration was the simple design of the manufacturing process. The sleeve was simpler to produce, requiring three primary steps: design, laser cut, and iron.

One limiting factor within this design, however, is the spatial requirement of the electrode traces. The conductive traces were 6mm wide to conduct the signal with limited noise and resistance. With increasing number of electrodes, the surface area required for electrode traces also increases. These traces can be layered, with isolating fabric in-between, but this increases the rigidity of the sleeve. In the current prototype, a secondary floating layer of conductive traces was required to connect to all electrodes. This floating layer helped to preserve the stretch of the sleeve, though also increased the complexity of construction.

One of the intentions of the Manufacturing Sleeve was to create a fabrication process that would facilitate a more streamlined creation of personalised sleeves. The base design of the current sleeve (including the forearm pattern, fastener design, and external wiring concept), for example, fits a broad range of arm sizes. However, the electrode placement within is tailored to a small range of users, depending on their musculature. Whilst this electrode design may

\(^4\)We see the silver coating of the Techniktex deteriorate more on the exposed electrode surface than on the traces isolated by the fabric layering.
generalise across a broader range of users (and could further generalise depending on the adopted calibration approach), the intention is that each users’ arm may be digitally scanned and a set of activities selected. The associated underlying electrode pattern required to stimulate the desired muscles might then be generated to fit the exact physiology of the user and then produced and fabricated.

In summary, this iteration clearly improved the functionality over its predecessor. The reduced electrode count was achieved without reduced functionality, and – together with the new fastening mechanism – improved the wearability in terms of biomechanics. Overall, the sleeve was also more comfortable to wear, improving wearability from a sensorimotor perspective. However, the fastening mechanism proved detrimental to applying the sleeve, so, even though the durability of the sleeve increased, the deployability was not as good as desired. The manufacturing technique explored proved successful and not only provides a path towards manufacturing at scale, but also opens up new opportunities for customization.

7 DESIGN ITERATION 3: THE TYPING SLEEVE

To explore the ability of the new design to adapt to various body shapes and activities, we embarked on an EMS project focused on typing. Together with a digital design agency, we explored the transferal of motor skill, in this instance professional gamer keyboard skills, to novice users, to convey the ’feeling and experience’ of a pro. To this end, we needed a sleeve that could support finger level actuation for keyboard input (as demonstrated by [10]), but also required wearability, and especially aesthetic, considerations beyond prior sleeves. This new design was also intended to address the problem of deployability, and further explore manufacturing opportunities.

7.1 Design Iteration 3: Fabrication

We depart from the same fabrication technique as the manufacturing sleeve. We revisited the electrode positioning requirements for individual finger actuation. Ad hoc testing with four members of our team revealed a stable electrode configuration that could flex the fingers individually down onto the keys (figure 8.2) (note, we do not actively pull the fingers back off the keys, in this instance). This calibration process was done using the traditional individual placement technique above (in turn, reveals the exploration and testing quality of that approach). Our uncovered electrode pattern required two electrodes on the lower hand, and so we augmented the sleeve with a low-fitting fingerless glove. This enabled free movement for typing (including comfortable stretching for keys), whilst ensuring secure electrode attachment. The electrodes were reduced in size to 1cm². This enables more precise targeting, without any change in sensation. A single, large ground electrode was placed near the wrist. The sleeve was also altered to use d-rings and cummerbund buckles for fasteners.

7.2 Design Iteration 3: Reflections

Technological. As with the previous iteration, the functionality of the electrodes was satisfactory. In terms of information which might be conveyed through the sleeve, changes were made from generic to special purpose. This sleeve supports EMS for typing. Unlike the previous, general purpose iteration, this version had a specific target application, based on a project’s requirements. To this end, the more generalised opportunities for use of this sleeve were removed in this instance. The same number of electrodes are present as in the manufacturing sleeve, however, requiring the same trace complexity.

Sensorimotor. The typing sleeve retains the comfort of the Manufacturing Sleeve. The reduced size of electrodes also reduces the quantity of electrode gel required, which adds to the flexibility of the sleeve and further improves conformability to the arm. The connection between the glove and the sleeve is specifically flexible (made of only one layer of the Eurojersey material), to better support unencumbered movement and rotation of the wrist (biomechanical design criteria). The fabric bonding glue used in this design is thicker, however, which adds some rigidity to the sleeve. To reduce the amount of glue used and improve the sleeve’s flexibility, the precise placement of the glue was revisited. In the Manufacturing Sleeve, a layer of bonding glue spanned the entirety of the sleeve, bonding the eurojersey top layer to a powermesh bottom layer. Conversely, in the typing sleeve, bonding was only used to fuse traces, or for edges and seams.

Social. The black color, along with the cummerbund buckles also create a more ready-made, game controller-like look and generate the impression of the sleeves being a professional tool – which, in turn, can have a positive effect on social acceptability [30].

Deployability. The sleeve is easy to put on and take off. When not worn, the sleeve opens up fully, making the application and removal of gel simple. The cummerbund buckles tighten with velcro straps, which supports flexibility of sizing requirements. There is one d-ring fastener on the glove, which supports a wider range of flexibility. Our experimentation found that three anchor points on the sleeve, and two on the glove, were the best trade off for fastening flexibility and security to the arm. In the future, to further improve the fit and comfort of this design, elasticated velcro loop tape or velcro-backed neoprene could be used to simplify this fastening approach and support a broader range of sizing requirements.

The typing sleeve is similarly machine washable as the previous iteration. The electrode traces are attached to the sleeve, improving durability and reducing the risk of catching and tearing. The reduced quantity of glue may impact the durability in the longer term.

Manufacturing. The typing sleeves highlights the complex interplay of specialized function and personalized form. While this sleeve maintains many of the features of the previous iteration, its length is not variable (i.e., the relative distance from the forearm to the wrist) due to the addition of the glove. Previously, the sleeve could have been re-positioned up or down the arm slightly, to account for different proportions. With the addition of the glove, this
is no longer possible. The special purpose application made the sleeve less generalizable to a multitude of body shapes.

Similarly to the manufacturing sleeve, the typing sleeve is easy to produce at scale, relying on the same design, laser cut, and iron workflow. For the Typing Sleeve, the speed of manufacturing was increased, as some of the manual craft in the production of the manufacturing sleeve was removed. For example, in the manufacturing sleeve, straight traces were laser cut and then manually curved for the design. This was to reduce signal noise along the traces as aligning traces with either weave or weft yields the best conductive properties. In the typing sleeve, we opted to laser cut the specific trace design, include all bends, choosing simplicity of design over ideal electrical properties — with no noticeable detriment to EMS.

We further simplified production by creating the electrodes and traces in a single layer. We also maintained small tabular connections between traces. These support the fast placement and alignment of traces for bonding: Traces can be placed and aligned, loosely pressed into position by hand (providing a small amount of heat to begin the bonding process), the tabs can then be cut, and the final bonding can be completed with the iron. We tried many forms of glove and hand-wrap, for the palm-mounted electrodes. In our case, it was critical that biomechanical freedom be maintained, to enable fast typing speeds, and as such we settled on a minimal glove.

The typing sleeve represents the culmination of our design research practice into wearable electrode arrays for EMS. The sleeve is comfortable, durable, machine-washable, simple to produce, and easy to put on and take off. It does however highlight important design trade-offs between generalizability and specialization both in terms of personalized fit and specialised function. The speed and simplicity of production, however, enables quick iteration and creation of specific Skill Sleeves supporting exploration of these trade-offs.

8 DISCUSSION

The prototypes presented in this paper highlight that there are factors which should be considered in addition to the wearability aspects commonly discussed in the literature (See Table 1).

In our case, deployability was a key design criteria, primarily, because it saved Knibbe et al. a lot of time in experimental work, but also, because we designed these sleeves with the vision of one day being able to deploy them in a sports context. For doing so, they must be easy to repeatedly apply and remove, and capable of being worn for prolonged periods of time. Also, we learned that there is a complex interplay between customization and generalized functions or generalized form. Specifically, it appears difficult to customize for a specific application, while keeping the form sufficiently general that it can fit a wide range of different bodies and vice versa. This led to an increased interest in manufacturing methods. We highlight that the wearable of a technology must already be considered in the manufacturing process. Here the design criteria were that the manufacturing process must, from bottom up, serve the other wearability criteria. For example, the biomechanics of human motion must already be considered in the choice of material, and the deployability in the choice of fastening mechanism. Additionally, due to the complex interplay of constraints between generalization and specific use cases, manufacturing processes must both be feasible at small and large scales, to allow both batch-production and customization. See Table 2 for an overview of identified design criteria. It should be noted that these considerations were not formalized during the prototyping process, rather the intention behind building these devices was curiosity driven, with the question of “Can we make this?” and “How could we improve on this?” driving the exploration. The above mentioned criteria were only made explicit in this retrospective analysis.

Lessons can be learned from all iterations: For example, our exploration highlights the utility of off-the-shelf electrodes for prototyping. Even with access to sophisticated Skill Sleeves, they have
remained our go-to prototyping method. The main drawback of off-the-shelf electrodes is that they become difficult to manage once their numbers increase and that they must be carefully calibrated each time they are applied. The first iteration presented – the Calibration Sleeve used by Knibbe et al. [28] – solved this problem. It is easily possible to apply and remove the Calibration Sleeve. However, it proved both limited in electrical functionality as well as unsuitable for a wearable device considering the human sensorimotor system. The second iteration – the Manufacturing Sleeve – was designed as an exploration of manufacturing methods. While this sleeve was clearly superior to the previous iteration in terms of functionality and sensorimotor considerations, it was flawed in terms of deployability, due to an unpractical fastening method. This was remedied in the third iteration – the Typing Sleeve. Here, a more flexible fastening method ensured that the sleeve could also be easily deployed and removed.

We also show that there is no ‘ultimate’ design, rather, once the more basic aspects of wearability are well implemented, one reaches a complex interplay between customization of form, specificity of application and generalization. In the present case, the specific application of the Typing Sleeve reduces its ability to generalize to a variety of body forms. Given these constraints and the broad diversity of users, we argue against a one-size-fits-all approach to eTextiles. Instead we suggest development of methods for making bespoke devices less arduous. We see our manufacturing approach as a first step in this direction; a method of developing electrode sleeves that can be adapted to work with many sensor types, and facilitate fast, cheap, robust prototype wearables.

We would welcome future work which investigates parametric design of on-skin electrode placement, considering a variety of tasks but also other modalities. Electrode sleeves designed with our method could also be used for collecting other physiological measures [44], or providing electrotactile output [79]. To create fully customizable electrode sleeves, our manufacturing technique might be complimented with parametric design tools which consider body size and shape of the user, as well as the intended task, for generating optimal electrode layouts.

An outstanding problem not addressed in this work is that current sleeve designs require electrode gel. This gel is the first part of the sleeve to degrade, it adds rigidity to the sleeve, and can make application and removal of the sleeve cumbersome. In future iterations we intend to explore alternatives to electrode gel. Such solutions are emerging, for example the use of embroidered thread [70] or textiles fused to conductive silicone.

It should also, again, be noted that our sleeve designs focus on the placement of electrodes and their integration with the textile. Our current designs assume that the stimulation circuitry is kept separate from the sleeves, for example in an arm band akin to Nishida et al. [43]. The Manufacturing and Typing Sleeves, for example, leave connection points exposed at the top of the sleeve, for connection via crocodile clips (see Figure 6.9). Having taken steps to optimise the design of the electrodes and wiring, we could now take steps to optimise the design of the circuitry. Previous EMS research has contributed circuitry design (e.g., [28, 54]), however none have yet optimised for wearability.

The criteria presented are informed by our expertise and experience as interaction and eTextile designers and tailors. In the future, these design criteria may be further refined through user evaluations and real world deployments. In turn, these future insights may reveal valuable complexities in the interplay between the criteria.

### 9 CONCLUSION

Many existing explorations of wearables for HCI consider functionality first and wearability second. One such example, is a recent electrode sleeve for electric muscle stimulation (EMS) by Knibbe et al. [28]. This sleeve represented technical advances for EMS (incorporating an order of magnitude more electrodes than typically seen), but lacked the general properties expected of garments (the sleeve was fragile, movement constraining, difficult to put on, etc.). Typically, as the technologies, designs, and experiential understanding develops, attention can shift towards questions of deployment and wearability. Our own prototyping work took a similar trajectory.

In this paper we have presented three electrode sleeve designs and analyzed their strengths and weaknesses. In analyzing our process, we have noted that in addition to the design criteria of wearability commonly discussed in the literature, questions considering deployability, customization, and manufacturing should be also considered central to the concept of wearability. Finally, the
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1. https://skillsleeves.github.io/
process first presented in iteration 2 – the Manufacturing Sleeve – and further developed in iteration 3 – the Typing Sleeve – provides a general purpose approach towards designing not only EMS sleeves, but complex and highly integrated wearables in general.
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